Valle Escondido Clubhouse
Deck Improvement
Proposal
October 3, 2019

Summary
The Deck improvement committee proposes a renovation project to remove
the existing deck structure on the south side of the Valle Escondido
Clubhouse and the construction of a replacement structure as described in
this proposal. The proposal is to complete the project in the spring and
summer of 2020. The estimated project budget is $22,830. The committee is
asking for the board to approve of a new capital budget allocation for 2020
of $1500 and to concur with the targeting of currently budgeted line items
as described below and summarized in Table 1.
The proposed project will be largely completed by volunteer labor and
equipment. The required excavation machine work is being volunteered by
Randall Korinek. Woodworking gear, scaffolding, and other required power
and hand tools are being provided by other volunteers on the project.
Consequently, the estimate of the project cost to the community is
comprised solely of the material costs. Theses material costs have been
obtained through Randall Lumber and Hardware in Taos, Home Depot and
other appropriate sources. The detail estimate is shown in Appendix II. The
total estimated cost comes to $22,830 including a $2500 contingency
budget.
The committee understands the scarcity of funds for projects such as these,
but also feels strongly that this project will provide a significant
improvement to the clubhouse and be viewed as a valuable amenity for the
community.
Therefore, the committee researched potential ways of funding this
important project and stitched together a proposed funding as shown in the
following table. The kernel of the project is provided by allocating $2500
from the 2020 clubhouse restoration budget. Secondly, the clubhouse
committee has over the years administered an annual garage sale. These
funds have historically been spent on items such as swing sets and the like.
A balance has built up over the last few years as those needs have for now
been met. So, it is the proposal of this committee that those accumulated
funds as well as the proceeds from the 2020 garage sale be targeted to this
project (requires concurrence from the clubhouse committee -- $4430.70 +
996.01 + 1000 = $6426.71). Similarly, the golf committee has over the years

administered a mulligan money fund. The golf committee sells mulligans at
golf tournaments and has over the years used the collected funds to make
amenity improvements for the golfing community (examples include the
metal benches on the tee boxes). As this improvement will be viewed as a
significant amenity to the golfing community it is proposed to use the
accumulated net balance of that fund as well as the 2020 proceeds to fund
this project. (requires concurrence of the golf committee -- $7923.95 +
$1000 = 8923.95). Since this project will consume a fair amount of volunteer
energy for 2020 is it proposed to work with the golf committee to defer the
2020 installment of the
Project Proposed Funding Sources
annual improve a tee box
budget and retarget the
Targeting of currently planned Clubhouse 2020 capital project
2020 budget of $2000
Allocate 2020 annual clubhouse restoration capital budget
$ 2,500.00
towards this project.
Targeting of Special purpose funding Sources
This committee will
Garage Sale Balance (Carry over from prior years)
$ 4,430.70
sponsor a fundraiser in
Garage Sale Net for 2019
$ 996.01
Unspent Mulligan Money Net Balance through 2019
$ 7,923.95
2020 to support the
completion of the project Targeting of 2020 Mulligan/Garage Sale Funds
Garage Sale Target 2020 (Prospective funds)
$ 1,000.00
a target an amount of
Mulligan Money Target 2020 (Prospective Funds)
$ 1,000.00
$1500 to support its
Targeting of currently planned 2020 capital projects
completion. Assuming
$ 2,000.00
the above allocations, the Allocate 2020 Annual Tee Box per year budget
project would then
Community support of project
Fundraiser event to be held for this purpose
$ 1,500.00
require approval of new
capital funds in the
Committee request for new Capital Funds for this project
$ 1,500.00
amount of $1500 to
Total $ 22,850.66
complete the budget.
For reference, details of the current balances of the garage sale funds and
mulligan money are shown in Appendix IV.

Proposed Project
Background
Several years ago, Valle Escondido volunteers constructed the existing small
deck space utilizing a small material budget and volunteer labor. This deck
was then furnished with 3 small tables with umbrellas. Since its construction
it has been renovated once and then supplemented with shade sails to
provide shade.

The deck has proven to be a very desirable and popular gathering space for
valle Escondido residents, golf members and other clubhouse guests.
However, usage is limited by available deck space. The shade sails, while an
improvement over table umbrellas, do not provide rain protection and are
potentially unsafe during high winds.

Because of the popularity of the space and a desire to overcome its
shortcomings, a consensus interest to launch an improvement project
emerged among clubhouse users during the 2018 and 2019 seasons. As a
result, a committee was formed to study the requirements and propose a
project to be included in the 2020 VEHA capital improvement plan/budget.

Project goals
The primary project goals are:
1. Create a larger outdoor gathering space to support at least twice as
many dining tables and accompanying seating.
2. Space should provide shade and weather protection
3. Orientation and design should maximize availability of the view from
the clubhouse towards the south valley.
4. Design and materials should be esthetically pleasing and consistent
with the mountain rustic guidelines of VE bylaws as well as
complementary to current clubhouse structure.

5. Size and design should be consistent with an extension of our current
liquor license to the entire space.
6. Structure should be built to a standard that allows it to become a
permanent and safe structural addition to the clubhouse
7. Design and materials should be consistent with minimizing long term
maintenance costs
8. Location of structure should provide weather protection of primary
clubhouse entrance.
9. Design should provide improvement to the accessibility/usability and
safety of staircase accessing office and maintenance shop.
Proposed Design
The proposed clubhouse improvement is shown in Figure 1. For a collection

Figure 1-Valle Escondido Patio Addition

of various views of the structure from additional perspectives, please
reference Appendix III.

Size and orientation
The overall patio space will be expanded
to 21.5’ x 32.5’ (appr 700 ft2). It will be
oriented perpendicular to the original
clubhouse structure. It is sufficiently
wide to provide coverage of the main
clubhouse entrance on the east side. On
the west side it will provide weather
coverage for a stair way to intersect with Figure 2 Roof Intersection with Clubhouse
the existing stairway to the office and
maintenance shop. The depth of the addition will extend to the flower box
near the first tee and will neither encroach on the existing tee box or the
practice green. The center of the addition is aligned with the bend point in
the current clubhouse structure. The center of the new roofline will
intersect at the elevation and location of the northeast end of the clubhouse
annex. (see figure 2)

Roof Design
A gable roof design and post and beam structure were selected to maximize
the panoramic views
available. See figure 3.
trusses or a shed roof would
severely limit the view. The
design will incorporate
exposed beams and posts to
promote an outdoor airy
and rustic appearance.
Posts, beams and joists will

be stained wood. The roof
decking will be tongue and
groove pine as shown in Figure
4.

Figure 3 View Advantage of Gable Roof Design and
Post and Beam Structure

The exterior surface of the roof
will be covered with metal
roofing in a color consistent
with the current clubhouse
Figure 4 T&G Ceiling Fit and Finish
roof. The sizing of the posts
and beams are chosen to allow the structure to be supported on the
perimeter. This was done to provide an open and flexible space on the patio
surface. The Ridge beam will be a 5 ½” x 18” Glulam beam that spans
between the front of the roof back to a post placed adjacent to the corner of
the existing clubhouse structure. The drop beams on the sides and front of
the structure will be 6x8 Fir beams supported by intermediate posts on the
perimeter of the structure. Joists will be 2 x 12 conventional lumber. Posts
will be 6x6 and pressure treated. The majority of the roof loads will be
carried by the new construction to avoid stressing the existing clubhouse
structure. Appendix I includes the structural component sizing analysis of
the key components of the design.

Railing Design.
A railing will encompass the complete perimeter of the new patio space to
provide safety and comply with our
liquor license requirements. The
railing will be built with pressure
treated lumber and stained. Instead
of balusters, a ¼ inch steel mesh
with a 4” square pattern will be
used. Benefits of this choice include
more transparent appearance as
well as reduced maintenance. See
Figure 5 for a view of this concept.
Figure 5 Steel Mesh Railing

Patio
The patio surface will be a
concrete slab surface at the
grade level of the current
sidewalk. This will be more
durable and maintenance
free than a raised wooden
deck structure. The overall
shape of the patio surface is
as shown in Figure 7.
The surface of the patio will
gray and be decorated with
a sawcut pattern to provide

Figure 6 – Example of Saw Concrete Saw Cut Pattern

by concrete columns where
required (3 locations). The
enclosed area is to be backfilled
with structural fill. The shape and
location of key parts of the
foundation system are shown in
the following figures.

Figure 7 – Patio Floor plan

more visual appeal. See
Figure 6 for an example.
The foundation for the patio
and roof structure will be
provided by a combination
of a stem wall around the
perimeter of the patio
surface and supplemented

The stem wall will be a steel
reinforced concrete structure. The
design is shown in Figure 8. The
footing will be 16” wide and 8”
deep and run the full length of the
wall. #4 rebar will be used for both
horizontal and vertical
reinforcement with vertical runs
being 12” on center. The stem wall
will rise 32” above the footing. The
concrete surface will be 4” of 3000
psi concrete on compacted base
material.
Figure 6 Foundation design

Stairway to Office Area
The upper portion of the existing stairway to the maintenance shop and
office will be removed. A new flight of stairs will then be constructed under
cover of the new roof
structure. This flight will
extend from the patio
surface 8 steps to a concrete
pad that intersects the
remaining steps down to
the office and shop area.
The stairway will consist of
serrated bar grate stair
treads supported by a 4 x 12
timber on the outside and
anchored to the
stem wall
(retaining wall) on
the inside. See
adjacent figures
for an indication
of the stairway
configuration and
to see the
proposed stair
tread material.

Liquor License Impacts
Our current liquor license will
allow an increase in square
footage up to 25% of our current
footprint of 2844 sq. feet. The
approved footprint includes the
current deck and access area
behind the fence. The adjacent
figure shows the overlap of this

approved outdoor space and our proposed plan. The resulting net addition
in our footprint will be approximately 400 square feet. This represents
about 18% which is well under the allowed 25%. A request for approval will
need to be submitted and received from the New Mexico Alcohol and
Gaming Division. But the square footage is well under the 25 percent and
should not be an issue.

Schedule
The proposed timing of the project is the spring and summer of 2020. The
existing deck structure would be removed, and the foundation and concrete
patio work would be done in May of 2020. The roof structure would be built
during the summer months when the volunteer population is in the valley.

Appendix 1
Structural Analysis of Key Structural Members

Utilizing Weyerhaeuser Structural Analysis Software
70#/Ft2 snow Load
15#/Ft2 Dead Load
20#/Ft2 Roof Live Load

Appendix II
Detail Cost Estimates of project

Item # component description
1 2x12x20
2 sloped rafter hanger
3 Rafter tie
4 Toungue and grove ceiling
5 Propanel Sheets
6 roofing underlayment
7 Ridge Cap
8 Gable Flashing
9 Drip Edge
10 Ridge Beam 6x18
11 Right Side Roof Beam 6x8
12 left Side Roof Beam 6x8
13 pressure Treated Posts 6x8 x10'
14 Pressure Treated posts 6x8 x16'
15 Simpson Black Post base
16 Simpson black Post cap to hold beams
17 Simpson beam hanger
18 Beam Strap front (Front center Cross)
19 Railing Clamps
20 4" Wire mesh panels 4x10
21 Railing Top Wood 2x8x16
22 Railing Top Wood 2x8x8
23 Railing Bottom Wood 2x6x8
24 Railing Bottom Wood 2x6x16
25 Railing Mesh frame 2x4x16
26 Railing Mesh frame 2x4x8
27 Stair Raings
28 Footing 72' x 16" x 8"
29 Stem Wall 72' x 32" x 8"
30 Floor 70 sq feet
31 Rebar
32 Structural Fill
33 Misc form ties, wire, screws, Bracing Material
34 Bar grate Stairs
28 Misc hardward, screws, etc
29 Stains
Contingency @ appr 15%
Sales Taxes

component use

source

Rafters
hang rafters from ridge
Attach rafter to side beams

Randalls Lumber
HDO
HDO
Randalls Lumber
Randalls Lumber
HDO
HDO
HDO
HDO
Randalls Lumber
Randalls Lumber
Randalls Lumber
HDO
HDO
HDO
HDO
HDO
HDO
HDO
ReclaMetals
Randalls Lumber
Randalls Lumber
Randalls Lumber
Randalls Lumber
Randalls Lumber
Randalls Lumber
HDO
Randall K
Randall K
Randall K
Randall K
Randall K

Yards of concrete for footing
Yards of concrete for Stemwall
Yards of concrete for floor surface
14 vertical and 20 Horizontal
under floor fill in tons
8 steps to intersect existing concrete
stairs

qty

price extended

60.00
60.00
60.00
1,240.00
1,240.00
40.00
40.00
60.00
38.00
25.00
26.00
8.00
1.00
9.00
8.00
5.00
2.00
184.00
8.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
8.00
20.00
2
2.5
4.75
9
34
45

$

$ 34.00 $ 2,040.00
$ 8.00 $ 480.00
$ 2.00 $ 120.00
$ 1.90 $ 2,356.00
$ 1.19 $ 1,475.60
$ 500.00
$ 2.00 $
80.00
$ 2.50 $ 100.00
$ 2.50 $ 150.00
$ 27.00 $ 1,026.00
$ 15.00 $ 375.00
$ 15.00 $ 390.00
$ 48.00 $ 384.00
$ 60.00 $
60.00
$ 45.00 $ 405.00
$ 40.00 $ 320.00
$ 20.00 $ 100.00
$ 100.00 $ 200.00
$ 2.50 $ 460.00
$ 75.00 $ 600.00
$ 14.00 $
28.00
$ 7.00 $
35.00
$ 5.00 $
25.00
$ 16.00 $
32.00
$ 12.00 $
96.00
$ 3.00 $
60.00
$ 300.00 $ 600.00
$ 160.00 $ 400.00
$ 160.00 $ 760.00
$ 160.00 $ 1,440.00
$ 7.50 $ 255.00
$ 18.00 $ 810.00
$ 500.00

8.00 $ 75.00 $ 600.00
$ 1,000.00
$ 500.00
$ 2,500.00
$ 1,568.12
$ 22,830.72

Appendix III
Additional views of proposed structure

Appendix IV
Details of available funds from Garage sale
and
Mulligan money

Mulligan Money Income and Expense to date

Garage Sale Balance through 2018 and Net
proceeds from Garage Sale in 2019

